HOT NOZZLE GLOVES

A necessity when handling Hot Nozzles, Screw Tips, Screws, etc.

SPECIFICATIONS
• 100% Knit cotton exterior bonded to a heavyweight 24 oz. 100% cotton liner
• Seamless construction
• Optional heavy-duty Evergrip® coating offers high-tack grip and additional heat protection

FEATURES
• Superior fit, grip and feel
• Excellent heat resistance
• Superior hand cushioning
• Very good perspiration absorption

PART # | PRICE
--- | ---
PK8000L | 350 degree, Uncoated | $7.25 per pair
PK8000LEG2 | 450 degree, Coated | $7.50 per pair

EXTRA LONG CUFF For Greater Wrist Protection

Be Safe. Not Sorry!

Extra Long Cuff For Greater Wrist Protection

When Comparing Pricing
Compare the FEATURES!
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